MEMORANDUM FOR THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES STANDING
COMMITTEE ON ECONOMICS

Note Printing Australia Pty Ltd (‘NPA’) and
Securency International Pty Ltd (‘Securency’)
History, Governance and Response to Issues Raised in 2007

Introduction
This memorandum accompanies a folder of documents provided by the Reserve Bank to the
House Economics Committee, as per the Governor’s remarks to the Committee in
August 2012. The documents constitute key materials in the Reserve Bank’s possession that
show what the Board of NPA and the Reserve Bank did in response to the concerns that
were raised in 2007 in relation to the use of foreign sales agents by NPA and what happened
subsequently. Documents are also included which show the actions taken to conduct audits
of Securency’s agents in 2007 and 2008. The memorandum recounts what occurred after the
media published articles in the middle of 2009 that made allegations about agents used by
Securency.
There are some documents that the Reserve Bank has not offered at this time on legal advice,
respecting current court non-publication orders. The non-publication orders have been made
as a result of applications not by the Reserve Bank but by the individuals facing criminal
charges and are designed to protect their right to a fair trial before an impartial jury. Further
non-publication orders have been sought and obtained by the Department of Foreign Affairs
and Trade and the Australian Federal Police (AFP). At this time, these documents are listed
in the index but not included in the folder. Some documents have been redacted to avoid
prejudice to ongoing legal proceedings, including risks specifically raised by the individuals
accused in contemplation of the documents being provided to the Committee. The Reserve
Bank feels bound to respect these concerns.
The documents include excerpts of the minutes of relevant meetings of the Reserve Bank
Board, the NPA Board and an NPA Board sub-committee over the relevant period where the
use of agents is recorded as having been discussed. The documents also include audit
materials relevant to the matters in question, which are the audit reports on agents at NPA in
June 2007 and December 2008, and the Securency audit reports of August 2007 and
December 2008. Documents surrounding the commissioning of the report by Freehills in
2007 and the report itself are provided. The statement provided by the NPA Manager of
Corporate Services, who was also Company Secretary and responsible for security and
compliance (‘The NPA Manager’), to the then Deputy Governor and the Freehills team is
included.
Excerpts of minutes have not been edited or shortened. Materials in the remainder of
minutes of the relevant meetings which deal with various other matters, including many of a
commercial nature, have been redacted.
The Reserve Bank believes the documents given to the Committee present an accurate
account of the process undertaken in responding to the issues. Other documents exist,
including internal documents of the companies, email correspondence and so on, which are
not strictly necessary to show the chronology of the process undertaken. Some of those
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documents may be relevant to current legal proceedings. More generally, the volume of
material would be very large. These have therefore not been included.
The next part of this memorandum gives general background on NPA and on Securency.
The remainder gives the chronology of the way the Reserve Bank Board and the NPA Board
inquired into the use of agents, and the way concerns were raised regarding some of NPA’s
agents as that process unfolded. It then follows the ensuing audits at Securency and
subsequent events. This memorandum indicates how the documents fit into the chronology.
In making these statements, and in providing these documents, the Reserve Bank does not
(and should not be taken to) comment in any way on the matters the subject of the current
court proceedings, or on the veracity of any evidence given in those court proceedings.
Background to the Two Companies
NPA
The Reserve Bank is responsible for the issue of Australia’s banknotes.
Until
February 1990, the Reserve Bank carried out its printing responsibilities through the Note
Printing Branch, which printed and supplied Australia’s banknotes to the Reserve Bank’s
Note Issue Department. The Note Issue Department was in turn responsible for the issuance
of Australia’s banknotes.
In 1990, the Note Printing Branch became a separate division of the Reserve Bank (under the
name ‘Note Printing Australia’), following a report commissioned from McKinsey &
Company which recommended that the Note Printing Branch become a stand-alone business
enterprise operating under a separate board, which would be responsible for the policy and
operations of Note Printing and which would operate with a greater degree of autonomy.
The McKinsey report saw efforts to increase exports as part of the Note Printing Branch
operating more efficiently.
In February 1990, the Reserve Bank Board resolved that:


the Note Printing Branch should be instituted as a separate division of the Reserve
Bank, under the name ‘Note Printing Australia’, in order to improve efficiency;



the new division would have its own Board, comprising the Deputy Governor as
Chairman, plus up to four other members;



the Note Printing Board was responsible for the policy and operations of NPA, subject
to a Charter provided to the Note Printing Board by the Reserve Bank Board,
provisions of relevant legislation, and any policies determined by the Reserve Bank
Board to apply to Note Printing; and



the Note Printing Board was to report to the Reserve Bank Board at least every six
months on the operation and performance of Note Printing.

The 1990 Charter stipulated that Note Printing’s primary functions were:


the efficient and cost-effective production of high quality Australian currency notes;



the production and sale of currency notes to other issuing authorities;
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the production and sale of other security instruments and products which were
compatible with Note Printing’s role as a high security currency note producer;



the development of markets for its output, in Australia and overseas;



research and development related to the efficient production of currency notes and
other compatible products; and



the exploitation, in Australia’s interests, of the results of that research and
development.

The 1990 Charter also provided that the Note Printing Board had responsibility for the
overall conduct of Note Printing, subject to any resolutions of the Reserve Bank Board. As a
separate division, it was intended that Note Printing would operate largely autonomously
from the Reserve Bank. Note Printing’s management reported to the Note Printing Board.
In September 1997, following an internal review by the Reserve Bank, the Reserve Bank
Board resolved to corporatise Note Printing in line with the Australian Government’s
competitive neutrality policy. The Reserve Bank Board also saw the corporatisation of Note
Printing as being a further step in improving the efficiency and commercial orientation of
Note Printing, including establishing a more arm’s length relationship with the Reserve Bank
and developing an export market for polymer notes.
On 1 July 1998, the Reserve Bank announced that Note Printing had been corporatised as a
wholly owned subsidiary of the Reserve Bank, and would trade as Note Printing Australia
Ltd (NPA). The Reserve Bank Board decided that the Note Printing Board would remain the
Board of NPA, with Mr Graeme Thompson remaining as Chairman. Mr Thompson had held
the role of Deputy Governor at the Reserve Bank until 30 June 1998, when he left the
Reserve Bank to be the CEO of APRA. Other NPA Board members with commercial
experience were Messrs Warburton and Bethwaite, the former also being a Reserve Bank
Board member at that time.
After its corporatisation, NPA continued to operate under the 1990 Charter and was
governed by its own Board which was responsible for the management of NPA. NPA Board
members continued to be nominated by the Reserve Bank. The charter was revised in early
2007 to give NPA a sharper focus and to require the NPA Board to give due consideration to
the reputation of the Reserve Bank and ensure that NPA had a suitably strong risk control
framework. It has been revised further subsequently. As well as giving the company a
charter which set out its expectations of the company, the Reserve Bank established the
following arrangements:


requiring the NPA Board to report six-monthly to the Reserve Bank Board, in relation
to key indicators of its operational and financial performance; and



from the late 1990s the Reserve Bank’s Audit Committee served as the Audit
Committee for NPA. Audit reports were made available to the NPA Board and the
Audit Committee.

The Reserve Bank Board also received as a matter of course the minutes of the Audit
Committee meetings, which periodically referred to NPA. Over several years, the Audit
Committee expressed concern about aspects of the control environment at NPA, particularly
in relation to quality, efficiency and security, and pressed NPA to make significant
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improvement in these areas. No audit was conducted on NPA’s use of agents prior to the
one the NPA Board requested in May 2007.
In practice, NPA operated with a high degree of autonomy, as was intended, under its Board.
A list of past and current NPA board members is included in the attached documents.
Securency
Between 1967 and 1992, the Reserve Bank developed the polymer (plastic) banknote
technology in conjunction with the CSIRO.
In December 1995, UCB Films PLC (a Belgian company that manufactured polymer film)
and Note Printing proposed to the Reserve Bank that a joint venture company be established
for the manufacture and supply of polymer substrate. This proposal was endorsed by the
Reserve Bank Board and the Note Printing Board and approved by the Australian
Government. In January 1996, Securency International Pty Limited (then called Securency
Pty Limited) (Securency) was established as a 50/50 joint venture between the Reserve
Bank, trading as Note Printing, and UCB.
The object of the 1996 joint venture was to manufacture and market press-ready polymer
substrate to Australia’s printer, at that stage Note Printing, as well as other printers around
the world, for use in banknotes and other security documents.
In 1998, a revised joint venture agreement was entered into between the Reserve Bank and
UCB, in the context of the corporatisation of NPA.
In September 2004, UCB sold its interest in its film division to Innovia, a UK registered
global supplier of polypropylene films. Innovia replaced UCB as a 50 per cent joint venture
partner in Securency with the Reserve Bank.
The joint venture partners each had the right to nominate half of the directors to the
Securency Board. Responsibility for the management of Securency rested with the
Securency Board. The Securency Board initially comprised four directors, two from the
Reserve Bank and two from UCB.
The Reserve Bank also had the option to nominate one of its appointments as Chairman of
Securency. Given the need for cooperation in developing the new market, and that the
Reserve Bank initially assigned to NPA certain responsibilities in relation to Securency on
behalf of the Reserve Bank, the Reserve Bank nominated the General Manager of Note
Printing and then the CEO of NPA as one of its directors to Securency in order to ensure that
the strategies of the two companies were aligned. The other initial appointment was a
Deputy Governor, Mr Thompson, as Chairman.
In the case of Securency, the company’s objectives were established by the Joint Venture
agreement, and the company’s Memorandum and Articles of Association, as being the
marketing and sale of polymer substrate to the banknote industry. The reporting
arrangements to the Reserve Bank Board consisted of six-monthly reporting of the
company’s financial reports and operations. There were also periodic discussions about
Securency’s affairs between the Chairman of Securency and Reserve Bank management.
While the Reserve Bank Audit Committee received the six monthly reports provided to the
Reserve Bank Board, it was not Securency’s Audit Committee. Securency had its own
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external auditors. Audit reviews of Securency conducted by Audit Department were
provided to the management and Board of Securency, but were not normally provided by
Securency to the Audit Committee of the Reserve Bank.
A list of past and current board members of Securency is included in the attached
documents.
Request to See Policies on the Use of Agents in 2006
The Reserve Bank Board discussed the issue of the use of agents by the two companies at its
meeting in April 2006. As a result of that discussion, the two companies were asked to
provide the Reserve Bank Board with their policies on agents. Mr Thompson, at that time
Chairman of the Boards of both NPA and Securency, responded to this request in July 2006,
and provided the policies and associated documents for both companies.
This
correspondence noted that the companies had recently reviewed and strengthened their
policies. While each company had its own policies and procedures, both articulated the
following key elements:


the respective boards reaffirmed the companies’ policies against any direct or indirect
involvement in corrupt, unethical or otherwise questionable practices, and asked
management to ensure that all agents formally acknowledge and commit to this policy.
The agency agreements provided for termination when this commitment was breached;



a process was established to inform the respective boards about the appointment of
agents, the applicable commission rates and payments made; and



a process of annual review of these policies was established.

The NPA Board sought updates on implementation of its revised policies at the
February 2007 NPA Board meeting. On hearing management’s responses, the NPA Board
requested that faster progress be made and that an Information Paper on the state of play
with agents be prepared for the May 2007 meeting. The RBA, through the Assistant
Governor (Corporate Services) and director of NPA, Mr Campbell, also sought or received
updates on the implementation of the policies from the NPA Manager in November 2006
and March 2007. No probity concerns were raised in response to these requests for updates.
The May 2007 NPA Board Paper, the Audit at NPA and the Memo from the NPA
Manager
During the course of implementing the revised agent policies at NPA, in about
mid April 2007, the NPA Manager raised concerns with Mr Campbell (Assistant Governor
(Corporate Services) of the Reserve Bank, and director of NPA) about comments that had
apparently been made by two of NPA’s agents and about the conduct of certain NPA
management. Mr Campbell encouraged the NPA Manager to seek answers to the queries he
raised and to include his concerns in the May 2007 NPA Board paper on agents which had
been requested by the NPA Board.
The paper, authored by the NPA Manager (as Company Secretary) and the CEO, was
presented at the 16 May 2007 NPA Board meeting. It noted that two of three agents had yet
to sign on to the new arrangements. The paper raised issues as to whether the management
of NPA’s agents was occurring in accordance with the strengthened policies put in place in
2006. It expressed the concerns about the two agents, partly based on things that they had
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apparently said to the NPA Manager. In one case the agent had replied to questions in
writing denying any improper conduct. In the other case a verbal explanation had been
offered but no written response. There were some other irregularities noted.
The paper’s recommendation was simply that ‘Directors note this paper’. The NPA Board in
fact expressed deep concern as to the management of NPA’s agency agreements. The NPA
Board at that May 2007 decided, among other things, to:


terminate the contracts of two agents; and



ask that a review of all agent files be undertaken by management.

After the NPA Board meeting Mr Campbell advised the Governor and the Deputy Governor
of the NPA Board’s decisions. After discussion they formed the view that NPA’s response
could be strengthened if, rather than simply a review by NPA management being conducted,
the Reserve Bank’s Audit Department were asked to carry out an audit of NPA’s use of
agents. This was conveyed to Mr Thompson, who agreed and made a request to the Head of
the Audit Department. The Reserve Bank Board was advised at its 5 June meeting about
this.
The draft audit report of NPA agents was received by the Chairman of NPA, Mr Thompson,
on 5 June 2007. It was also received by Mr Battellino in his capacity as Chair of the Reserve
Bank Audit Committee, which served as the Audit Committee of NPA. The draft report
contained findings of poor business practice and controls and noted that the behaviour of
some agents should have raised suspicions by NPA staff and management. Based on these
findings, the draft report made a number of recommendations. Two key ones were that:


the use of agents should be limited to the extent possible; and



NPA staff should be counselled on the risks associated with the use of agents in some
countries.

The draft report also contained a number of recommendations for tightening controls in
relation to agents.
Mr Battellino as chair of the Audit Committee of NPA discussed the draft audit report’s
recommendations with the Head of Audit Department and suggested that the
recommendations should be strengthened to say that NPA should cease all use of agents, and
that the NPA Board should conduct an urgent investigation on the role of management and
staff in dealing with agents, to ensure that there had been compliance with Australian laws.
These suggestions and some other proposed drafting changes were accepted.
Mr Battellino also asked that the NPA Manager, who had played a key role in preparing the
May 2007 NPA Board paper, had assisted the audit, and who had voiced concerns to
Mr Campbell in April, be requested to come to the Reserve Bank’s Head Office in Sydney
and to put any concerns he had directly to the Bank, and to do so in writing. The NPA
Manager agreed to do so, but only on the condition that his visit be kept strictly confidential
and having been assured that his statement would be read only by a very small number of
people – the Deputy Governor and perhaps the Governor. (It was not provided to the
Governor.)
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The meeting between the NPA Manager and the Deputy Governor took place on 5 June, the
same day as the draft audit report became available. At the request of the Deputy Governor,
on 8 June the NPA manager supplied a written statement through his lawyer to the Reserve
Bank’s legal counsel on strict terms of confidentiality required by him. The Deputy
Governor read it. The same document with some very minor changes was, at the Bank’s
request, subsequently provided by the NPA Manager’s lawyer directly to the Freehills team
who were engaged by the NPA Board sub-committee, also on terms of strict confidentiality
and on the basis that it would be returned to the NPA Manager’s lawyer which it was (see
below).
On 7 June 2007 the Reserve Bank senior management discussed the draft audit report with
Mr Thompson. It was agreed that the draft audit report contained serious findings and that
the NPA Board needed to meet and put in place a detailed response to the matters raised. It
was agreed that, in line with the audit recommendations, the NPA Board should establish a
sub-committee to investigate NPA management and staff in their dealings with agents. It
was also agreed that a similar audit of the use of agents by Securency should be requested,
pending which payments to Securency’s agents would be suspended.
The final NPA audit report, which contained the strengthened recommendations, was
provided to the NPA Board on 8 June 2007. On that day, Mr Battellino sent to the Reserve
Bank Audit Committee a copy of the audit report, as well as a copy of a file note of the
meeting with the NPA Chairman the prior day.
The Response to the Audit
The NPA Board met on 12 June 2007. In response to the audit, it decided to cease the use of
agents. It also decided to establish an NPA Board sub-committee to investigate the conduct
of NPA management in the use of agents, to implement the recommendation in the audit
report. The sub-committee was to be chaired by Mr George Bennett, former KPMG
managing partner and independent member of the Reserve Bank’s Audit Committee. Other
members were Mr Warburton, a non-executive director of NPA and former Reserve Bank
Board member, and Mr Campbell. Since NPA had no legal counsel, the Reserve Bank’s
General Counsel was appointed legal counsel for the NPA Board for the investigation. The
Reserve Bank Board secretary, who also acted as secretary of the Reserve Bank Audit
Committee, was secretary of the sub-committee.
A special meeting of the Reserve Bank’s Audit Committee (which, as noted above, served as
the Audit Committee of NPA) was convened on 13 June 2007 to consider the audit report.
The Audit Committee endorsed the decisions taken by the NPA Board. It also took the view
that the terms of reference of the sub-committee should be widened to include an assessment
of compliance with appropriate business standards and conduct, as well as Australian law,
and that independent legal advice should be sought. Minutes of the Audit Committee were,
as per normal practice, provided to the Reserve Bank Board at its next meeting, which was in
early July. The Reserve Bank Board was informed at that July meeting of the results of the
audit and the steps that were being taken in response. It asked that the investigation be
carried out quickly and that, if necessary, serious disciplinary action be taken. The Reserve
Bank Board was also informed that a similar audit at Securency had been commissioned.
The NPA Board sub-committee decided to engage Freehills to carry out an independent
investigation into the question of whether Australian law had been breached and into NPA’s
business standards. The sub-committee had an initial meeting with the Freehills team on
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18 June 2007 and subsequent meetings on 16 July, 25 July and 10 August 2007. The
Freehills team had access to documents, including the audit report and the NPA Manager
memo, and a substantial volume of emails held at NPA, including materials that the auditors
had not reviewed. It also interviewed several NPA managers including the NPA Manager
who had been invited to prepare the memo, the CEO and others.
Mr Bennett provided an update on progress of the NPA Board sub-committee’s work to the
Reserve Bank Audit Committee at its 30 July meeting.
The Freehills team provided their final report to the NPA Board sub-committee on
10 August 2007.
The sub-committee considered the report.
On 13 August the
sub-committee Chair, Mr Bennett, provided the final report to the Chairman of the NPA
Board, Mr Thompson, together with a cover note. Mr Bennett noted that the inquiry had not
found evidence of a breach of Australian law, but had found deficiencies of varying
seriousness in relation to business practices. By this time the NPA Board had, as noted
above, already taken the decision to cease using agents. A copy of the sub-committee’s
report including the Freehills report was also reviewed by the Deputy Governor. At its
7 August 2007 meeting, the Reserve Bank Board was briefed about the draft findings of the
Freehills report. It was also informed about the results of the audit at Securency, which are
discussed in more detail below.
Mr Bennett attended the NPA Board meeting on 16 August to brief the NPA Board on the
sub-committee’s findings. On 29 August 2007, the NPA Board met again to discuss the
report of the NPA Board sub-committee in more detail. It concluded that after an extensive
investigation with assistance from external lawyers, the sub-committee had identified
instances of weakness in controls and documentation, and in contract management, but it had
found no evidence of illegality or impropriety by NPA managers and staff.
The NPA Board resolved that proper process meant that the NPA employees who had been
interviewed as part of the sub-committee’s investigation should be given the opportunity to
read relevant parts of the Freehills report, and to provide comments to the NPA Board if they
wished. Subsequently, extracts of the Freehills report were shown to those NPA employees.
The NPA Board met again on 13 September 2007 to consider the comments received from
the employees.1
A follow up review of NPA agent arrangements was conducted by the Reserve Bank Audit
Department in late 2008. That report concluded that NPA had implemented all the
recommendations of the May 2007 NPA audit report.
The 2007 Audit of Securency
Given the results of the audit of NPA, and given that Securency also used agents, it was
considered necessary to have a similar audit at Securency. Although Securency had its own
external auditors, the senior management of the Reserve Bank agreed with Mr Thompson
that, in his capacity as Chairman of Securency’s Board, he would ask the Reserve Bank
Audit Department to conduct the audit, due to their experience with the NPA audit.
1

Following the September 2007 NPA Board meeting, Mr Thompson resigned as Chairman. The Reserve Bank then
appointed Mr Campbell as interim Chairman. A new CEO of NPA was appointed in early 2008. In April 2008,
Mr Campbell was succeeded by Dr Bob Rankin. Dr Rankin also took on the chairmanship of Securency after
Mr Thompson resigned from that role in March 2008.
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Mr Thompson subsequently emailed the Head of Audit, asking for the audit to be
undertaken, with the scope of the audit to be similar to that carried out at NPA. The
Securency Board meeting on 3–4 July noted this had occurred. It also endorsed a decision
that had been taken by the Securency management to terminate the Malaysian agent.
The same audit team that had conducted the audit at NPA conducted this audit at Securency.
The audit began on 18 June. At the same time, Securency also suspended its payments to
agents, pending the result of the audit.
The Securency audit report was issued on 1 August 2007. The conclusion was that
Securency had a ‘good and robust process’ in relation to the use of agents, and that
Securency’s practices were consistent with the company’s policy. The audit made a number
of recommendations. The audit team supported Securency’s termination of the Malaysian
agency agreement, which took effect from 15 July 2007. The Securency board was informed
at its 11–12 September 2007 meeting that the audit recommendations had been implemented.
The findings provided no basis to insist on the termination of Securency’s other agents. The
suspension of payments to agents was therefore lifted.
A copy of the Securency audit report was forwarded by Mr Battellino to the Reserve Bank
Audit Committee and the results of the audit were also noted at the August 2007 meeting of
the Reserve Bank Board. The following year – in December 2008 – a further audit of agent
activity at Securency was undertaken. It reached similar conclusions as the 2007 Securency
audit.
Post-Termination Payments to Agents by NPA
The NPA Board considered what payments were due to agents who had been terminated. It
sought legal advice on the question of payments to one agent in particular. After a lengthy
process of legal advice which concluded that the agent would likely succeed in a legal action
claiming an entitlement to commission, NPA management proposed at the
26 September 2007 Board meeting that a commercial settlement be sought. On the basis of
the legal advice received, the NPA Board approved the recommendation and further
discussions took place through the respective lawyers of NPA and the agent. A settlement
was finally agreed between the agent and the CEO of NPA, and advised to the NPA Board in
May 2008.
Post-Termination Payments to Agents by Securency
Securency sought legal advice from its external legal advisers on its obligations to the agent
that it terminated. On the basis of this advice, the Securency Board at its 11–
12 September 2007 meeting decided that the agent should be paid for work done prior to
termination in terms of the contract.
The 2009 Allegations about Securency
On or about 20 May 2009, The Age sent Securency a number of questions regarding
Securency’s use of agents, which Securency responded to on 22 May 2009. On
21 May 2009, the Chairman of Securency, Dr Bob Rankin (who had succeeded
Mr Thompson as Chair of the Board of Securency) contacted KPMG to discuss conducting a
review of Securency’s agent policies and procedures. The Age subsequently indicated, on
22 May 2009, that it was going to run a story on the matter.
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On 22 May 2009, Dr Rankin contacted the Australian Federal Police regarding the matter
and proposed that an investigation be conducted.
On 23 May 2009, The Age published articles regarding Securency’s use of agents.
Subsequent stories noted that NPA had discontinued the use of agents in 2007.
That same day, Dr Rankin formally requested that the AFP conduct an investigation in
connection with the allegations made in the media. Dr Rankin consulted with the Reserve
Bank prior to making this request.
At his first meeting with the AFP on 26 May 2009, Dr Rankin referred to the audit
conducted at NPA in 2007 and the Freehills report and made them aware of the documents
and the AFP indicated that it would request those documents if and when they were required
and that they had a certain process to follow. Those documents were subsequently requested
in approximately January 2010 and provided on 1 February 2010.
At the meeting on 26 May 2009, Dr Rankin also raised with the AFP the prospect of
Securency obtaining an independent review of Securency’s agent policies and procedures by
KPMG. At the request of the AFP, Securency did not immediately retain KPMG, so as not
to hinder the AFP’s initial access to documents.
In early June 2009, the Reserve Bank Board was provided with an update on Securency’s
referral to the AFP for investigation. The Reserve Bank Board was informed that the AFP’s
investigation was in an assessment phase, during which the AFP would determine whether a
further investigation was necessary. The AFP informed Securency around the end of
June 2009 that the AFP would proceed with a full-scale investigation and that it did not
object to Securency engaging KPMG.
Securency offered full cooperation to the AFP, as did NPA when the AFP inquiry was
subsequently widened to include possible wrongdoing at NPA.
In July 2009, with the AFP’s agreement, the Board of Securency approached KPMG and
asked them to conduct an independent investigation of Securency’s policies and procedures
regarding agents. The Reserve Bank Board was subsequently informed at its July 2009
meeting that Securency had engaged KPMG to conduct an independent review of
Securency’s agent policies and procedures.
In October 2009, KPMG informed Dr Rankin that KPMG had discovered documents
indicating that a former employee of Securency had raised concerns over the use of overseas
agents in early 2007. A progress report was provided by KPMG to the Securency Board in
November 2009 which confirmed that their forensic work had discovered material which
indicated concerns about possible corrupt payments had been raised by a Securency
employee with Securency senior management in early 2007. These concerns had never been
made known to the Securency Board or the Audit Department when it conducted either the
2007 or 2008 audits. At the time the CEO and CFO of Securency were stood down and the
use of agents suspended pending further inquiry. The preliminary findings reported by
KPMG also indicated that there had been failures to fully implement the procedures
specified in Securency’s agent policies and procedures.
KPMG’s final report was released publicly by Securency in March 2010. It contained a
number of recommendations, which have been implemented.
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The Charges
Charges were laid against a number of individuals who were former employees of NPA and
Securency in July 2011. The companies were also charged. Further charges were laid
against Securency in August 2011 and NPA in September 2011. The charges alleged
conspiracy to offer to pay, or pay, a benefit to a foreign official not legitimately due, in a
total of four foreign jurisdictions: Malaysia (October 2001 – December 2003, both NPA and
Securency), Indonesia (December 1999 – February 2001, both NPA and Securency),
Vietnam (January 2001 – September 2004, Securency only) and Nepal (February 2000 –
May 2002, NPA only, with no individuals as yet charged over Nepal).
At the time of writing, legal matters remain before the Courts.
Briefing to Government
The Governor briefed the Treasurer’s office about the issues raised in the original Age
allegations regarding Securency in mid 2009 when the first article appeared. The Governor
also discussed the matter with the then Prime Minister on the occasion of an alreadyscheduled meeting that occurred shortly after the time the story appeared.
The Governor provided updates to the Treasurer and his office on occasion over the ensuing
period, which covered Securency and/or NPA, as necessary. These updates were verbal,
except for the two letters noted below. The exact dates on which these updates were
provided is not recorded.
A letter to the Treasurer in June 2010 has been released by the Treasury under Freedom of
Information.
A further letter setting out subsequent developments was sent in
September 2012. This letter contained reference to various matters which remain the subject
of court orders and ongoing legal proceedings.
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